
Concise summaries of previously published research findings for 
a less-specialised or time-poor audience.

Adis are pleased to present a new article type, Summary of Research Articles (SRAs). These are a standalone 

summary providing a balanced and accurate representation of key information from a previously published 

source article in clear language. SRAs are more easily read and understood than the source article, enabling 

a wider audience of healthcare professionals and others quick and easy access to crucial research findings in 

areas that may not align with their expertise, whilst maintaining scientific meaning and integrity.

Why Publish SRAs?

Efficient: SRAs condense complex research into concise summaries, which can either be graphic based

or a combination of text and figures/tables. 

Widely Accessible: SRAs are written for a non-specialist or time-poor audience, ensuring a

broad readership. 

Expertly Reviewed: Each SRA undergoes single-blind peer review by at least two experts.

Full Integration: SRAs are published on SpringerLink and indexed in PubMed, Scopus, Google

Scholar, and more. 

Enhanced Digital Features: SRAs can include additional digital content on a case-by-case basis.

Submitting SRAs
Pre-Submission Enquiries: We encourage authors to contact  

adisjournals@springernature.com with information  

regarding the source article and proposed authors - at least  

one of whom must be an author on the original publication.  

All Adis journals will consider SRAs and our team will confirm 

within 2 working days which journals are interested in  

welcoming your SRA for peer review. 
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Fees
SRAs are published at the same cost as all other journal  

articles. For individual journal prices please see our  

latest journal brochure or contact us for more information. 

Examples of SRAs
To view examples of our published SRAs, please follow this link to our SRA collection.

Contact us 
For more information please contact us at: adisjournals@springernature.com 
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